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Yes, no, maybe...
Non-native English language speakers may not
appreciate the nuance of using our two polarity
particles; ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. Native English speakers often
inflect words or stress syllables to highlight the area
of focus; those whose primary language is not English do not always grasp
the meaning of such subtlety. They likewise can use the word ‘Yes’ to
convey a different meaning from direct affirmation, often uttering the
word to indicate understanding, rather than agreement.
Floris Roelofsen from the University of Amsterdam and Donka Farkas
from the University of California issued a 56- page analysis of the use in
English of ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. Polarity Particle Responses as a Window onto the
Interpretation of Questions and Assertions offers a fascinating mathematical
solution to the correct use of both ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ to various types of questions by comparing
English against Hungarian, French, German and Romanian, where a third polarity particle
exists. French, for example, makes use of ‘si’ as its third polarity particle.
The paper argues that polarity particles in English are anaphoric (they take their reference
from another word or phrase, normally the one immediately preceding it), unlike the other
languages. So, both ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ can indicate affirmation or denial, depending on the context.
The advertisement used by Unipart in the 1980s “The answer is Yes, now what is the
question?” may have been closer to the truth about the complexity of English rhetoric than was
realised. Responses to disjunctive questions offering alternatives (“Did you submit the monthend reports or not?”), negative questions (“Have you not submitted the month-end reports?”)
and alternative questions (“Have you submitted the month-end reports or the updated charts?”)
would all require more than a bare polarity particle response to clarify the answer.
Politicians often make use of complex questions to appear to obtain a mandate for them
to take action. The best recent example is that from the Greek government, appearing on
the ballot paper for the bailout proposals. It asked for a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to a merged disjunctive
and alternative question, leading many to claim that voters could not understand how to
respond as the question was so convoluted (see tinyurl.com/FM-yes-no).
Likewise, the UK government was forced to change the question it will pose to voters in
June about membership of the EU. The Electoral Commission, worried about possible bias,
demanded that the vote not be one with the choice between ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. Perhaps we,
too, need to take care when both asking questions and responding to them.
We hope that you enjoy this magazine; please drop a line to stephen.ibbotson@icaew.com
or robert.russell@icaew.com if you have any thoughts or suggestions for the faculty or
for the magazine.
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NEWS & EVENTS

News
“CLEANER” UK HIT TOP 10

SILENT SAVINGS

Transparency International issued the Corruption Perceptions Index 2015 on individual
country’s relative reputations last month. 168 countries and territories were marked on
a scale of 0 to 100, scoring more points, the “cleaner” they are perceived to be. The UK
climbed three places to joint tenth place.
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Budget airline easyJet is working
with Cranfield University to install
hydrogen fuel cells in its planes.
The aim is to reduce noise and fuel
consumption during taxiing, which
takes up about 20 minutes of flight
time. Alternative energy could save
the airline as much as 4% on their
fuel bills. Head of engineering, Ian
Davies said “we can make the whole
ground journey almost silent”.
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A VERY
SUITABLE PRICE
Last month, Aldi announced the launch
of business clothing for both men and
women this spring. Aldi claims that its
range is under half the price of high-street
competitors such as Marks & Spencer and
Next. It is offering an entire officeappropriate ensemble for under £40
including leather shoes and a belt for men
and from £35 including cardigan and shoes
for women. Tony Baines, managing director
for corporate buying at Aldi, said: “This will
help professionals put together a fresh
wardrobe without spending a fortune.”

APPLE ON THE CHARGE
Anyone who has watched The Avengers
will know about ‘broadcast power’ (Series 5, 1967).
Apple is working on launching a wireless charging
technology for late 2017 which will work without
contact with the charging base. The technology
aims to surpass that offered by Samsung, Sony
and Google, all of which already have smartphones
that can charge wirelessly from a charging plate or
station. Apple hopes to use near-field magnetic
resonance to allow devices to be charged at a
distance of up to 3ft.
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£40

For an entire men’s
suit, including belt
and shoes

CRISPS SALES
CRUNCH
Consumer research group Mintel
issued a report on UK snack sales last
month, revealing a slow but steady
move to less fatty snacks. Crisp sales,
which dominate the snack market,
fell to £1.34bn, while peanuts, tortilla
chips and popcorn – perceived as
being more healthy – reached a
combined sales total of £1.39bn,
surpassing crisps for the first time.
Amy Price, senior analyst,
commented: “The
crisps market is turning
to discounting to drive
volumes and the
category is losing
out to ‘healthier’
alternatives.”

LEADERSHIP?
NO, THANKS
Bloomberg asked 1,000 recruiters in
500 companies which skills are
desired in their finance departments.
Preferred and commonly found are
analytical thinking and collaborative
working. Rarer are communication
and strategic thinking. Skills found
but not desired include decisionmaking and entrepreneurship
(see tinyurl.com/FM-Bloomb).
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A BUSINESS SENSE
OF ADVENTURE.
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®
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To book a test drive call our Business Centre on 01753 519442
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Events

In partnership with

WEBINARS
Icaew.com/fmfwebinars

SAVE THE DATE
WEBINAR: ERROR-FREE
RAPID REPORTING

INTEGRATED REPORTING
23 March 10:00
Reporting is complex, with information held
across teams and frequently disconnected.
Finance managers and directors want to
make the connections between reporting
and better business performance. Neil
Stephenson of the International Integrated
Reporting Council will show how integrated
reporting can lead to improved
understanding of the organisation’s business
model, resulting in improved long-term
decision-making and investor relations.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfmarwebinar

FREE

FREE

12 April 09:30 – 11:00 (session one)
13 April 09:30 – 11:00 (session two)
From £84+VAT for FMF members

RISK MANAGEMENT AND
CLUMSY SOLUTIONS
10 May 10:00
Does effective risk management require
clumsy solutions? Effective risk management
is essential for organisations, large or small, to
survive and thrive. Professor Philip Linsley of
York University, an expert in the field and lead
author of ICAEW’s recent report, Risk
management: mindfulness and clumsy
solutions, will discuss some of the ideas from
the report, which is based on research with
ICAEW members.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfmaywebinar

Finance in most businesses spends far too
much time on routine reporting. These
new online lectures, presented by David
Parmenter, will cover the following in detail:
fast reporting practices – 10 lean
practices for your next month-end
(session one);
winning agile practices – ‘post-it’
re-engineering, Kanban, abandonment,
Kaizen and Scrum (session one);
quality assurance processes to
ensure your numbers are error-free
(session two);
long-term solutions to lock in efficiencies
– 4,5 reporting and AP solutions (session
two); and
lean one-page reporting – CEO finance
reports, budget holder reports, and A3
dashboards (session two).
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
rapidreporting.

EVENTS
FREE

Icaew.com/fmfevents

RECRUITING AND RETAINING
THE RIGHT STAFF
13 April 18:00 – 20:00
There are significant direct and –
generally unquantified – indirect costs
associated with staffing. It is important
to attract, engage, and retain the people
your business needs to achieve optimum
productivity, profit and growth. This
lecture, presented by Jane Sunley,
business author and CEO of Purplecubed,
will offer tips on how you might engender
a more appealing working environment to
attract and retain staff both within and
without the finance department.
To book a place, please visit icaew.com/
fmfaprevent
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LEAN ACCOUNTING
Bristol (21 April); London (25 April);
Manchester (26 April); and
Birmingham (28 April)
From £385+VAT for FMF members
These masterclasses will show you how the
finance team can become more strategic
and more efficient by speeding up the
closing processes and changing the way
the numbers are reported. Adopting lean
finance team processes will reduce the cost
of the finance team over time and will
improve job satisfaction. You will gain
insight of how you can speed up reporting
(month-end reporting, annual reporting
and board reporting), improve processes
(forecasting, planning and accounts

payable) and adopt lean techniques
to improve team performance (Scrum,
Kanban and one-page reporting).

Unless otherwise stated, all events
(and webinars) are free to existing
faculty members, and take place
at Chartered Accountants’ Hall
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GRANTS

Expanding
possibilities
There are a number of new or expanded
grant programmes to support business in
the UK. Alistair Davies outlines some of
the options available

nterprise zones, cash grants and
the new SME Instrument for
Horizon 2020 – these are just
three grant programmes that have been
extended or created to support small and
large businesses in the UK.

E

NEW ENTERPRISE ZONES

LUCIANO LONZANO/KON

In November 2015 the UK government
announced 18 new enterprise zones and
extended eight zones – a combined area
of 3,226 hectares.
Enterprise zones are designated areas
throughout the country and many have a
sectoral focus, notably relating to the
automotive, aerospace, renewable energy
and advanced manufacturing sectors.
The new zones include the first agri-tech
and advanced ceramics enterprise zones.
Up to 100% business rate discount is
available which may be worth up to
£275,000 per business over a five-year
period (a maximum of £55,000 per year).
Alternatively, if located in one of eight
enterprise zones with assisted area grant
status, the scheme can offer 100%
enhanced capital allowances (tax relief )
to businesses making large investments in
plant and machinery (a map of assisted
areas can be found at tinyurl.com/
FM-areas). The sites also offer simplified
planning permission and support to
access superfast broadband. Businesses
have until March 2018 to locate in a zone
and access the business rate discount, or
until March 2020 to benefit from the
enhanced capital allowances.

ADVANCED PROPULSION
CENTRE GRANT
The Advanced Propulsion Centre, in
partnership with the Department for
Business, Innovation & Skills and
Innovate UK, is investing up to £20m
per project in collaborative research
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and development funding to support the
development of low carbon, low emission
automotive propulsion technologies.
Funding is available on a competitive basis.
Projects must demonstrate the
development of technologies based on one
or more of the following technology areas:
internal combustion engines;
lightweight vehicle and powertrain
structures;
electric machines and power electronics;
energy storage and energy
management; or
alternative propulsion systems.
The aim of the scheme is to develop
on-vehicle technologies for on- or off-road
vehicles. Technologies that are primarily
intended for off the vehicle, such as
charging infrastructure, are outside the
scope of the scheme.
Proposals must be collaborative and be
led by a UK-based business organisation.
Consortia must include at least one vehicle
manufacturer or tier 1 supplier and an SME
partner. The funding level will depend on
the level of R&D and the size of business
partner involved. Project costs should range
in size from £5m to £40m, although projects
outside these ranges will be considered.
Competition deadline 30 March 2016;
registration deadline 23 March 2016.

HORIZON 2020’s SME
INSTRUMENT
The SME Instrument supports fast-growing,
innovative SMEs* with close-to-market ideas
which are high-risk and high-potential in
terms of products, services, models and
markets. The Instrument is divided into
three phases covering different stages of
the innovation cycle. Funding of up to 70%
of the total cost of the project is provided
for Phases 1 and 2. The key features are:
grants of €50,000 (£39,000) for

feasibility studies or €500,000 to
€2.5m for demonstration projects;
only for-profit SMEs from EU Member
States or associated countries can
apply;
SMEs can collaborate or apply as a
single company;
projects must involve market oriented
activities (Technology Readiness Level
6 and above);
bottom-up approach, according to
themes;
continuously open with cut-off
deadlines (four per year);
low bureaucratic burden.
The next deadlines are 3 May 2015 for
phase 1 and 15 June 2016 for Phase 2.
*Note: An SME is defined by the European
Commission as having fewer than 250
employees and having either Annual
Turnover of less than €40m or a balance
sheet total of less than €34m.

COMPREHENSIVE SPENDING
REVIEW
The results of the UK government’s
comprehensive spending review late last
year saw UK major long-term grant
schemes retained for the automotive and
aerospace sectors. A move by Innovate
UK, the UK’s innovation agency, signalled
that a part of its budget may transition
from grants to loans by 2019/20.

Alistair Davies,
director, grants &
incentives, Deloitte. Tel:
029-20264272 or email
aldavies@deloitte.co.uk
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SOCIAL
CONNECTIONS
From Blab to Slack, Meerkat to
Whatsapp, there are myriad
ways to connect, but which will
yield the most benefits to SMEs?
Sarah Hiscock reports

SOCIAL
CONNECTIONS
From Blab to Slack, Meerkat to
Whatsapp, there are myriad ways
to connect, but which will yield the
most benefits to SMEs?

R

KEEP YOUR TEAM
IN TOUCH FOR LESS

249m

THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE
USERS OF VIBER
AROUND THE GLOBE

10

$22bn

WHAT FACEBOOK PAID
TO ACQUIRE WHATSAPP
IN 2014

With 71% of the adult population owning
a smartphone and the growing demand for
cost-effective ways to keep in touch, it
comes as no surprise that the number of
free mobile messaging apps is on the rise.
Popular choices include Viber (249
million active users) and LINE (212 million
active users), but the market dominator is
Whatsapp, founded in 2009 by former
Yahoo! employees Brian Acton and Jan
Koum and acquired by Facebook in 2014 for
$22bn. Whatsapp grew a staggering 50% in
the past year and now boasts 900 million
active users, making it the third most active
social media platform in the UK (behind
Facebook and Facebook Messenger).
Further to its acquistion by Facebook for
$19bn in February 2014, only five years after
its formation, WhatsApp recently scrapped
its annual subscription fee in the UK.
Facebook makes use of user location data
and behaviour in exchange for free
messaging. It was expected that the loss of
subscriptions would lead to intrusive ads

and pop-ups, however co-founder Koum
insists this isn’t the case; instead the
company is looking at other ways of
monetising, such as establishing direct
communication systems between users and
businesses/organisations.
So how does it work? Simply download
the app onto a device and your team can
make calls and send text, image, video and
audio messages to each other for free.
There’s no need for pricey phone plans as
Whatsapp uses the phone’s internet
connection, not its minute/text allocation
(keep an eye on data allowance, though,
particularly if the phone is roaming).

GO LIVE. CONNECT MORE
Video continues to be the most rapidly
growing content type across channels with
appetite for in-the-moment content leading
to an increase in the number of free
live-streaming apps. For most, all you need
is an internet connection and a free Twitter
account and then you too can have your
own platform to broadcast content to a
worldwide audience.
Take Ben Rubin’s Meerkat for example, a
free mobile app (available for iOS and
Android) which allows Twitter users to
stream live footage from their phones direct
to their followers. “It’s about taking people
that care about you with you, not taking a
picture and saying look what I did,”
explained Rubin when Meerkat launched
back in February 2015. While the app took
last year’s SXSW festival by storm, just
weeks later Twitter announced its
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GETTY

ecent research published by global
agency We Are Social revealed
that there are now 2.31 billion
active social media users globally – 27% of
the world’s population – with 38 million
people in the UK each averaging 1.5 hours
daily on social media. So how, in an
increasingly connected world awash with
social media sites and apps, do you decide
which are the best for your business?

APPS FOR BUSINESS

acquisition of competing app Periscope (in a
reported $100m deal) and cut off Meerkat’s
access to its social graph, meaning that
users would no longer be automatically
connected to their Twitter contacts.
For an SME looking for an affordable and
accessible way to connect with customers in
real time, Periscope is a good option. Like
whatsapp the app and broadcasting
platform is completely free, deep pocketed
backers meaning revenue is not neccessarily
top priority. The app, for the time being, has
more worth to Twitter as a tool for further
understanding its users and how to target
them more effectively.
Periscope allows you to “go live” at the
touch of a button, manage your location
settings, make your broadcast private, or
tweet your live stream, as well as notify your
followers that you are live, allowing them to
watch your broadcast, provide feedback,
share the broadcast or save it to play back
later. Business uses include live Q&A
sessions, behind-the-scenes footage and
insider videos, product demonstrations,
tutorials and webinars.
What if your focus is engagement rather
than simple broadcast? Then relative
newcomer Blab – brainchild of Michael
Birch, founder of social networking site
Bebo – could fit the bill. All you need to
participate in this interactive video chatting
platform is a free Blab account (again using
a Twitter account) and you can host or join
group interactions with up to four people.
The hot-seating feature, in which the person
hosting the Blab can invite people to jump
into the conversation, not only keeps things
interesting but also makes this a multipurpose application for an organisation,
from hosting customer Q&As, interviews
and interactive webinars to coaching, panel
discussions and workshops.
Blab is currently privately funded and
once again for co-founder Shaan Puri it’s
about getting the product right and growing
the business (the current goal is 7% week
over week growth). Access is via desktop,

PERISCOPE OFFERS
FREE LIVE
BROADCASTING TO
CONNECT BUSINESSES
TO CUSTOMERS IN Q&A
SESSIONS, DEMOS,
TUTORIALS AND
WEBINARS

You can “go
live” at the
touch of a
button and
tweet your
live stream
to followers
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APPS AND THE
COMPANY IT POLICY
When was your company’s
IT policy last updated? If
employees are using new
apps (and bringing their own
devices into the workplace)
it might be time for a refresh
– not least because social
media is changing the way
companies interact with
potential clients to build
strong, valuable and lasting
business relationships. These
need to be protected.
Use of social media cannot
necessarily be covered under
the same part of your policy
as email and internet usage
– various apps and services
may throw up their own data
protection and privacy issues
for customers as well as staff
(eg, it pays to know where
your data will be stored when
you sign up for a service).
A good social media policy
should consider your
company’s use of different
platforms. It can outline good
practice for generating posts,
and detail who is responsible
for enforcing the policy.
Who is authorised to choose
apps for the company, or
use them on behalf of the
company? This should all
be documented.
The policy ought to cover
how to create strong
passwords, explain the
dangers of imparting
confidential or commercially
sensitive data over open
channels, and give advice on
how to identify rogue activity
(such as phishing attempts).
For the message to sink in,
it might be worth writing a
social-media-specific annexe
to an existing IT policy, and
running training sessions for
staff to help them understand
and implement it.
ICAEW’s IT Faculty has
designed a helpsheet for
businesses to use when
creating IT policies. See the
link and an associated video
at tinyurl.com/ITFAC-SocMed

app (currently iOS only) or within the
Chrome browser on Android phones and
tablets. The time for any Blab is open-ended
(although most tend to be around an hour)
and you can record and replay Blabs (up to
six hours per single recording).

MAKE INTERNAL EMAIL EXTINCT
While traditional email isn’t going to go away
any time soon, in terms of streamlining
internal communication Slack – created by
Cal Henderson and Stewart Butterfield (the
team behind photo-sharing app Flickr) – has
already made its mark. It’s the fastest
growing business messaging app, with more
than a million users logging in daily.
Improved team efficiency is the big
benefit here. Slack moves colleague
communications off email and into real-time
conversations, or ‘channels’. Channels can
be open to everyone in the company,
making the team feel connected and
engaged, or restricted as appropriate. There
are also 200+ apps able to be integrated with
Slack, so, for example, Twitter notifications
can appear with other activity, group
conversations and file-sharing, in one
central place. Content is fully searchable and
able to be archived.
The service is completely free for limitless
team members, has 5GB storage, the ability
to search 10,000 messages and 10 service
integrations. Download the desktop app,
mobile app or, in keeping with modern ways
of working, log in from any browser to check
in with what’s happening in the office while
on the go. Improvements and upgrades to
Slack’s free service – from unlimited
integrations and search facility to additional
security – come at a cost ranging from
$6.67 per user per month for the
standard package to $12.50 per user per
month for Plus.
Just make sure your team is spending all
that saved time wisely, and not ‘slacking’.
Meerkat, the
live streaming
service, is
competing
with Periscope
which was
acquired by
Twitter for
$100m
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THE PEOPLE’S
CHAMPIONS

ROCCO BAVIERA/IKON

What challenges do public sector
and government FDs face? Christian
Doherty asks those in the know

12
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PUBLIC SECTOR FDs

he last five years have been
tough for public sector FDs.
They have been the tip of
the spear in delivering on the
government’s austerity agenda and
as such have been tested in a whole
range of ways. So what’s life like for
those at the sharp end? Are public
sector FDs’ voices being heard in the
corridors of power? And what are
the unique challenges facing FDs in
central and local government?
Geoff Dobson has been director
of resource management at Suffolk
County Council for the past 10 years,
following a number of senior
finance roles at local authorities
across the country.
Phillip Woolley is a senior partner
in Grant Thornton’s government and
infrastructure advisory team with
national responsibility for economic
growth, regeneration and analytics.
Ross Campbell became ICAEW’s
director, public sector, in July last
year, having previously been
deputy director for government
financial reporting with
responsibility for financial
reporting policy and setting the
accounting framework for central
government in the UK. He has also
been group chief accountant at the
Ministry of Defence as well as a
director at the National Audit Office.

T

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
For Woolley, the sheer diversity of the
business a local authority engages in
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provides public sector FDs with a
unique set of challenges, from
delivering the costs savings required
under the austerity agenda and
public service reform, to the public
scrutiny applied to the role.
“There is an increasing need for
public sector FDs to adopt a more
commercial approach to the finances
of an authority, particularly currently
around income generation, so we
are seeing greater demand for
commercial know-how then
ever before,” Woolley says.
Dobson agrees: “My
current role extends
beyond finance – I’ve got
responsibility for HR,
legal, property,
procurement and IT. I’ve
also got highways and transport,
waste management and development.
So it’s very broad, and in addition, the
austerity programme has seen us
merge departments, so we certainly
have wide portfolios.”

PLAYING POLITICS
For Campbell, the emphasis on
developing political skills cannot be
ignored by the FD, especially if they
are arriving into government from the
private sector. “All the things business
people may take for granted thanks
to the experience we build up over
20 to 25 years of our careers, you
can’t necessarily assume a
government minister will have.
So there’s a process of education as
to what the ‘art of the possible’ is
that the government FD has to engage
in,” he says.
In Campbell’s experience, the
savvy public sector FD will need to
acquire diplomatic skills more suited
to the Foreign Office than when
dealing with politicians, many of
whom are adept at making promises
they may struggle to deliver: “It’s
often a case of saying to your
politician, ‘I really need to talk
you through this thing that sounds
good on paper – and that you may
have promised the prime minister
you will achieve by next year’, but
actually we’ve got to take a
department of tens of thousands of
people and change their business
processes, or embark on a
technologically complex project.”
A lot of these things can be quite
protracted and complex, so having

a clear dialogue with senior policy
people and ministers is a whole
different skill set where you can’t just
take things as read the way you would
in a corporate job.”

POWER IS USED DIFFERENTLY
IN GOVERNMENT
There has been among some
observers the tendency to view senior
finance professionals in the public
sector as somehow being less
empowered than their
corporate counterparts.
Several factors, including
the pre-eminence of elected
politicians and the absence
of a traditional boardroom
structure, may explain the
view of the FD in government
as being a cog in a wheel. However,
FDs do indeed carry weight and
influence, not just through their
mandated duties, but also their
unique position.
“I think FDs are at least as
empowered as corporate CFOs, in
part due to their statutory powers
under Section 151 of the Local
Government Act 1972 and Section 114
of the Local Government Act 1988. So,
given the current austerity agenda of
the government and the burden on
local government in terms of their
share of the cuts, then the FD’s remit
to challenge spend and value across
the diverse range of services a local
authority delivers has increased
significantly over recent years,” say
Woolley, who has spent years advising
senior finance people in Whitehall
and beyond.
For Dobson the issue is less about
statutory powers – which he believes
are considerable – and more about
using influence in subtle and potent
ways. “You have a different type of
power: I feel pretty empowered, and,
yes we have the constitution and the
financial regulations but I’ve got quite
a degree of empowerment and
freedom to act,” he says. “We’ve got
the freedom to act within the rules
and I don’t feel particularly
constrained, and of course it comes
back to influence. There’s usually a
way around an obstacle if you know
how to do it.”

INFORMATION BREAKDOWN
It’s fair to say that an FD is only as
good as the information they receive:
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MAKING THE MODERN
FINANCE MINISTRY

Poor management
information is
unlikely to lead
to well-informed
long-term planning

BE PREPARED TO INNOVATE

poor quality management information
is unlikely to lead to well-informed
long-term planning. Campbell
believes FDs in government do run up
against the challenge of poor quality
information systems: “They are not all
the same and very often information
is passed to the centre –
particularly of a big
department – at an
aggregate level and it’s not
necessarily always capable
of good interrogation.”
That in turn, he believes,
can create a situation where
FDs leading departments in
central and local government don’t
have the same business analytic
capability that is increasingly
standard in a big corporate.
“It’s all about being able to get good
decision support information, but not
just high quality in terms of reliability
of the numbers; it’s getting it on a
timely basis as well so that you can
support the time and scale in which
the decision is being made,” he says.
“This is one of the real challenges
and government needs to look at how
it will address it. Ultimately, it’s a

Dobson says the past five years in
particular have forced finance
leaders in government to look at
how they do things and focus on
innovation and efficiency: “We live in
challenging times – we’ve had five or
six years of austerity and that
involves big grant reductions which
presents a challenge for everyone
in the sector. We need to
make savings, so in some
respects, while that’s been
tough, it’s been
challenging and exciting.
And it’s positive in some
ways in that we’ve had to
find new ways of working,
influencing colleagues and doing
things better.
“We’ve had to be a lot firmer and
proactive in making our contracts
more robust in this climate, which
means negotiating harder and
working differently with partners
to save money. And in turn,
working with communities to make
them more stable and stronger so
they can look after themselves.
And we’ve also divested a lot of
activities to free up individuals to
be entrepreneurs.”
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combination of needing the right
people with the right skills, the right
business processes in place and the
underlying systems that can support
those business processes and the
need for decision-making.”

ICAEW has been fully engaged with
efforts to improve the standard of public
sector finance and administration. When,
in 2013, it published the landmark study
– A CFO at the Cabinet Table?
Strengthening UK Government finances
for the future – the institute focused on
the need for skilled people, in particular
a CFO in government, as an essential
ingredient to fix the public finances.
There is now a follow up study, A
Modern Finance Ministry, which looks
beyond financial leadership to consider
whether in addition to leadership,
different structures, people, processes
and systems are also needed. The focus
this time is on improving several key
elements of the public finances:
Structure: is there a transparent
organisational structure that makes
functional responsibilities clear and
supports accountability?
People: is the right mix of financial
and commercial skills available,
working in the right ways at the
right levels to deliver effective
financial management?
Processes and systems: are there
the tools needed to do the job,
robust information systems, reliable
management information and
effective business processes?

Ross Campbell says the importance of
getting this right will be crucial not just
for improving existing systems and
processes, but also to attract the best
and brightest from outside the public
sector and into government. “You never
join the public sector for the money but
what you do get is some of the most
amazing and privileged roles in taking
part in how this country is governed
and how policy is made,” he says.
“When I was group chief accountant
at the MoD, I was looking after a £42bn
turnover business with a balance sheet
of £110bn. I had a £7.5bn hedging
programme for foreign exchange and
fuels that I ran with a corporate treasury
as part of my role. It was a fascinating,
diverse job at the heart of one of the
most important functions of
government where the decisions
you’re taking and the way you’re
supporting the business is all about
how to ensure that government gets
the most bang for its buck.”
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ADAPT TO SUCCEED

KERRY HYNDMAN/IKON

How can UK manufacturers capitalise on new opportunities
for overseas trade? Christian Doherty investigates the risks
and looks at how two SMEs have reaped the rewards
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UK EXPORTS

ack in 2013, chancellor George
Osborne set UK companies the
ambitious target of achieving £1trn
in exports by 2020. To that end, several
reforms were enacted aimed at helping
smaller firms to identify and exploit export
opportunities. UK Trade & Investment, the
body set up to promote and facilitate
overseas trade, has received renewed
support to deliver that.
While the USA and the EU have long
been the UK’s most significant trading
partners, high-growth countries such as
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa (BRICS) are becoming increasingly
important export destinations.
The most recent figures are encouraging:
UK exports of cars to China (£854m), boats
to Brazil (£102m) and aluminium to India
(£120m) all suggest strengthening of trade
relationships between UK firms and these
economies. Indeed, in Latin America, UK
exports in goods to Brazil alone were worth
over £2.4bn in 2014, while exports to Mexico
and Colombia grew 26% and 27%
respectively compared to last year.
Can this continue? And if so, what does it
mean for UK firms? The OECD forecasts that
middle-class populations in the BRICS and
other emerging markets will double to
almost five billion by 2030 (download the
UKTI exporting guide at the bottom of the
page at tinyurl.com/FM-export). This
presents a major opportunity for UK firms
to export the types of high-quality products
and services that have been successful
abroad. In China – where UK exports have
grown by 52% since 2010 – there is an
increasing demand for UK expertise in
sectors such as environmental design,
healthcare, professional services and more.
However, despite all this it’s fair to say
that many SMEs are wary of taking on the
risks involved with overseas trade, such as:
uncertainty over business partners; the risk
of not getting paid; the perception of
complexity of regulations that govern
cross-border contracts; and the risk that a
large export will take up excessive amounts
not only of management time and expertise,
but also vital company cash flows.
Then there are the marginal costs,
including extra legal advice in case of a
dispute over the passage of goods, and fees
for accounting services to deal with the
possible complexities of export law. The
set-up costs you might incur also require
careful consideration. Does the business
need to upskill in order to compete
internationally? Are your tradesmen able
to retool the product to sell to a certain
market? Does your sales representative (or

B
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The OECD forecasts
that middle-class
populations in
emerging markets
will double by 2030
broker) have sufficient understanding of
international payments and contracts, or
will they need a training course?
With great opportunity comes
considerable risk, and without support
many SMEs are simply unable to join the
export party. There are some, though, that
manage to break through to success.
Andrew Williams is CFO of Ham Baker,
a Stoke-based company that designs and
manufactures precision-engineered valves
for the wastewater industry. It has built on its
Potteries heritage to become a respected
supplier to a number of clients across the
world, with projects in the UK, US and China.
In recent years the company has had
particular success in working on small
contracts in the Middle East, where the
rapid pace of economic and industrial
development has led to a surge in demand
for high-end engineering solutions. It is in
that region that Ham Baker secured its most
recent – and to date most lucrative – deal, a
contract worth £3.75m to supply 18 knife
gate valves (valves designed for use in
systems carrying extremely thick liquid) to
the German subcontractor leading the STEP
Pumping Station project in Abu Dhabi.
Ham Baker used an advance payment
guarantee bond, which meant it had come
up with 10% of the total value of the contract
as well as issuing a performance bond for
the same amount to cover the first 12

months. In total that meant £750,000 of
bonds issued up front to guarantee Ham
Baker’s participation in the STEP project.
The company partnered with its bank
NatWest and UK Export Finance to
underwrite the bond. Williams says their
support was instrumental in its successful
STEP contract work: “They worked with us
to understand the pressures and risks of
the deal, and were there as a source of
support and advice from the start. The
oversight from the bank is perhaps more
than you might experience in other deals,
but we found that working closely with our
finance partners helped to take some of the
pressure off and allowed us to really focus
on what we do best: build and supply the
very best equipment.”
Meanwhile, for another SME the focus
falls on flexibility. Carl Butler is FD of
Compact Holdings, one of the North West’s
most innovative and fastest-growing
companies. Its main business is the design
and manufacture of TV set top boxes
through its TVonics company.
“I think the future of business – and
export – is small to medium, not large,
and the reason for that is the importance
of adaptability,” Butler says. “A lot of larger
organisations are like oil tankers trying to
turn. But we’ve won contracts because
we’ve identified the business need, built a
model around that and built in enough
agility for if the circumstances change.
“If you’ve got a rigid and fixed business
infrastructure that’s hard to change then
you might suffer. But we’ve been careful
– we’ve made sure we could walk before
trying to run. And that’s been the most
important thing: a healthy caution and a
willingness to change.”

UKTI SERVICES
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) is the
principal source of help, support and advice
to firms looking to enter the export market.
Its sub-agencies (including UK Export
Finance) offer more specialised services,
including introductions to potential partners
via trade shows, advice on payment terms
and so on.
As part of its work, it has set out a 10-point
plan for UK businesses that are keen to break
into exporting. It covers some boilerplate
advice – research the market you’re
interested in, write an export plan, engage
with a good adviser on customs and so on –
but it also highlights the need for companies
to support their customers post-sale.

“In a 24/7 digital world, customer feedback
can make or break a business’s reputation
overnight,” the most recent guidance says.
“You need to be there for your customers,
wherever they are, when they need you.”
UKTI urges UK firms to offer the same
standard of customer service overseas
as they do in the UK, which includes
managing regular servicing and warranty
claims: “Make them part of your team, taking
on their ideas and feedback to improve or
evolve your products and services to meet
their needs.”
A full range of UKTI services can be
found at www.ukti.gov.uk
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MOVING
ON UP

RAY ORANGES

With senior talent in abundance
but a lack of available roles for
all, David Craik asks the experts
how best to stay at the top of
the senior finance career ladder
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hen
accountancy and finance appeared at
number five in a list of the top 10 UK
careers crying out for an injection of
talent, the headlines focused on what
this would mean at entry-level. What
the report did not cover is that the
other end of the career spectrum faces
the opposite problem – in senior
finance, there are more people than
there are top jobs. Indeed, research
from recruitment agency Randstad last
month found accountancy to be a
resilient profession, with the number
of UK accountants up 40% between
2002 and 2015 from 245,712 to 343,753.
With statistics like this, it is hard to
know how best to shine in a world
where you may be a great FD hidden
among a number of high achievers.
Jonathan Davies has over two
decades’ experience of senior
financial roles both at former
supermarket giant Safeway and
currently as group financial director
at listed food travel group SSP.
But despite the success and the
heavyweight CV, Davies is still looking
to sharpen up his skills, passionate in
the belief that finance professionals
should never stop learning.
“As you become more senior it is
vital you recognise how the business
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and financial worlds are changing,” he
says. “You need to keep abreast of new
technologies and software. You can
always learn more.”
It is sage advice for any seasoned
or aspiring CFO or FD looking to take
the next step on their career path.
It can feel overwhelming sometimes
– the variety of roles available, the
necessary financial and personal skills
that need to be attained and the
operational know-how and soft skills
which employers increasingly relish.
But if you can accept that the road
forward may be difficult and that
hard work, acumen and occasional
brashness will be needed, then
progress to your dream job can
be made.
According to Adam Akbar, managing
director of executive search firm
Bronzegate, a good place to start is for
finance professionals to be fully aware
of the key differences and
responsibilities expected from them,
sector by sector.
He says that in private equity a close
relationship between the CFO, chief
executive and influential stakeholders
is vital, and that investors will want
demonstrable financial integrity: “A
deep understanding of balance sheets
and debt management through
working with the banks, and an
understanding of how to analyse data
to help the whole business meet its
strategy of growth will be vital. You
have to show you have the strategic
and managerial skills to lead that
growth agenda.
“It’s about robust financial
management and contributing to cost
savings throughout the organisation.
You should use your financial
information to help the operational
guys form key performance
indicators.”
Akbar sees the market as falling into
clearly defined groups – listed and
non-listed businesses. Many non-listed
companies, a number of which Akbar
says are ‘static’ (ie, not chasing growth
and with functional products and
business lines), he says “have very

entrepreneurial CEOs who are used
to working with a finance executive
that work behind the scene”. He adds:
“They don’t really need to have CFOs
with strategic skills; the functional side,
such as taking care of the numbers and
historical accounts, is more valued.”
Of listed businesses, Akbar says
CFOs primarily tend to come from a
chartered accountancy background.
“Well over 50% will have those
qualifications right across the FTSE
and AIM. These positions require a
CFO with strong technical qualities
because, given the reporting
obligations and regulations, the
integrity of the numbers is crucial,” he
states. “Being a strategic partner to the
CEO and being strong in cost base
management are also important.”
But these controversial distinctions
are not shared by every recruiter. Mark
Freebairn, partner and head of the
CFO practice at Odgers Berndtson,
says: “The expectation of a good CFO is
the expectation of a good CFO.
The core competences are broadly
appreciated at any size of business,
and they are technical integrity in the
core finance competencies and being
a strategic partner to the CEO.
“A SME FD needs to have a range
of leadership skills and a big-picture
strategy throughout an organisation.
They need to be in the guts of a
business, with no ego. A Rolls-Royce
CFO will be used to working with
various global management teams;

“As you become
more senior it is vital
you recognise how
the business and
financial worlds are
changing. You need
to keep abreast of
new technologies
and software”
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it is bigger portfolio management and
a different aspect of leadership.”
Lorne Vary, CFO at Brompton Bikes,
offers his practical perspective. “As
you go up the career ladder, the
breadth of responsibility increases.
You work your way up from a
management accountant or financial
controller where your sole focus is
finance,” he says. “As you move to the
CFO role you become accountable for
key stakeholder relationships, strategic
direction of the business and you start
to suck up more areas. At Brompton I
spent the first two years purely looking
after finance but now I wear five hats
– financial, HR, ICT, business
development and retail. The retail one
is rather unconventional but if you
have a passion for something and the
foundations of a good business brain
then why not?”
Once you have a clear idea of the
various CFO responsibilities, the next
stage is to determine which best fit
your career and personal ambitions.
“You need to ask yourself what kind of
lifestyle you want,” says Akbar. “What
do you enjoy doing in your day job on
a personal basis? Would you like
working with analysts and dealing with
investor relations or do you find that
onerous? Would you mind the constant

questions from investors and the need
to always be one step ahead in a
pressurised and focused PE company?
Perhaps you like small businesses, or
enjoy the culture with no external
demands?”
Freebairn adds: “Ask yourself what
is going to drive your long-term career.
Is it ego? Do you want to be an FD in a
company people have heard of, or do
you just want to be FD anywhere? If so,
you can do this quicker at an SME.”
We can all conjure up our dream
position, but to get there you need
to develop the necessary skills and
structure a career path (see ‘Careerboosting ideas, week-by-week’ box,
opposite). A common thread among
those experienced in finance and
recruitment is that adding and
developing new skills should be done
consciously from the beginning of a
career in finance – FDs and CFOs now
need to be broader business people.
Among the areas of experience now
considered desirable are presentation
skills and experience of negotiating
with suppliers and stakeholders, as
well as gaining exposure to HR, IT and
purchasing departments for more
operational experience – plus thinking
about soft skills such as teamwork and
stronger communication.

THE ICAEW BUSINESS MENTORING SCHEME
Experienced FDs who have worked in business and would like to give something back
are being encouraged to sign up to the ICAEW member mentoring scheme.
As well as helping young finance professionals develop their careers, mentors help
to improve their own CVs – adding new skills that can give them the vital edge
required to rise to the highest positions in finance.
Mentors will give members, mainly working for SMEs, one-to-one support to help
them meet the challenges they face in their professional lives. They offer advice and
guidance but don’t take decisions or recommend a particular course of action.
Previous areas of development required by mentees include developing a strategic
or commercial understanding of business issues, leading cultural change, team
building and soft skills such as influencing skills.
Simon Gray of Career Codex says: “In the UK using a mentor has been seen as a
sign of weakness but in reality it is a sign of strength. Whatever stage you are at in
your career there is a role for a mentor. They challenge your views and opinions.”
If you are interested in mentoring or being mentored, email Simon Alsop, ICAEW
head of business, at simon.alsop@icaew.com, or visit tinyurl.com/ICAEW-BizMentor
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“Employers want
CFOs with dirt
under their
fingernails...
They want you
to have had
some pretty
broad exposure
in the past”
Recent research from specialist
financial recruiter Marks Sattin found
96% of accountants believed decent
career progression and the
accompanying boost in salary was
dependent on getting a “good grasp”
of such skills. However, only 46% felt
these skills had been sufficiently
emphasised in their training.
Dave Way, managing director at
Marks Sattin, said: “Being a good
accountant and a ‘numbers person’ is
now taken as read.
“A robot can analyse data, but
only an emotionally proficient
person can sensitively manage a
client relationship.”
George Heppenstall, director of
private equity specialist recruiter
Directorbank, says employers want to
see CFOs with “dirt under their
fingernails”. He adds: “They want
technical expertise, cash management
and stakeholder experience, but they
also want you to have had some pretty
broad exposure in the past. That could
be working at smaller enterprises or
someone who has gone and sought
out exposure to different parts of
the business.”
Brompton’s Vary says product,
manufacturing and retail are areas he
will remain in for the rest of his career,
and he learned this through exposure
to other sectors. “You only establish
which sectors you are more suited to
and likely to make the biggest impact
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in by trying different ones,” he says. “I
would strongly encourage budding
CFOs to do this. A headhunter must
quickly be able to ascertain what you
would bring to an organisation.”
However, Mark Evans, CFO at O2,
urges finance leaders not to take the
eye off their core competencies. “Try
to gain exposure to all aspects of
finance. This will provide a solid base
from which to build your experience,
knowledge and capability and
importantly will help you define where
you believe your talents are best
suited,” he advises. “When considering
which sector you will add value to, do
some research, understand the market
trends of the industry and talk to
contacts about the CFO role. Some
industries may prefer a deep and
narrow focus whereas others will look
to a broader remit.”
Given the necessity to have a range
of experiences, should finance
professionals be concerned if they stay
in the same company too long?
Freebairn says those in the same job
for more than three or four years
should be asking themselves some
serious questions about how to
continue developing. “If your learning
curve is flattening and you can’t see
that development happening
internally, then you may need to
consider external options.
“But if you have had six promotions
in 15 years at the same firm, then why
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give up that track record and
credibility in your company?” he says.
What about career development
relative to the age you’re at, say 30 or
50? Freebairn wasn’t convinced that
this would be a huge issue in of itself,
“other than that a 30 year old might
want to maintain upward momentum
when at 50 someone might be more
relaxed”. He adds: “The point to bear
in mind is what level you are at: a
financial analyst might change jobs
quicker than a Plc FD – there is more
to deliver at senior roles so you would
expect to spend longer in those.”
What all seem to agree on is the
importance of soft skills and emotional
intelligence as a complement to
financial, operational and strategic
talents. It’s hard to see how a senior
finance person can do without these
when communication will be crucial.
Akbar adds: “Board presentations
must be succinct and accurate, with
insightful analysis. You must be the
check and balance of the organisation
and try not to antagonise anyone.”
Davies says these are skills that not
every finance professional possesses.
“By and large you learn them from
experience and by taking
opportunities to push yourself
forward.”
With planning and focus, those who
have ascended to the top of the ladder
should find it easier to stay there, or
move sideways to a different rung.

ICAEW has teamed up with Simon
Gray of Career Codex to create a
weekly series of podcasts offering
expert insight in how to find and
secure the job you want. Aimed
primarily at ICAEW members looking
to move jobs or take the next step in
their finance career, the podcasts can
be downloaded for free.
An understanding of the job market,
an appreciation of how your thinking
impacts the roles you apply for and
the ability to network effectively are
crucial skills, according to Gray. “At
some point in everyone’s career they
have to think about how to move on,”
he says. “Most people leave their job
search to chance and apply for roles
they see advertised. You need to plan;
to understand your own psychology;
and the psychology of employers and
recruiters as well as the industry.”
Simon will be joined in the podcasts
by experts including Sally Adams of
Electrocomponents PLC, Jonathan
Firth of Michael Page Group and
Andrew Clark of Costa Enterprises.
The 10-podcast series began on
5 February with an episode called
Getting started in your successful job
search. It is followed by:
The job market environment;
The psychology of job search
success;
The importance of planning your
job search;
CVs that stand out and impactful
cover letters;
Getting in front of decision-makers;
The power of networking;
Positioning yourself online;
Delivering a first-class interview; and
Handling the offer and negotiation
stage.
“People are not being as pro-active as
they should be,” adds Gray. “They
apply online and wait. Some senior
executives say you can’t just apply to a
company if a job is not advertised.
Why not, if you have the relevant skills?
You need to have a plan in place, stand
out and push yourself forward.”
To listen to the podcasts, visit
tinyurl.com/ICAEW-CareerPodcast or
download them from the iTunes store.
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BALANCING
THE TRIANGLE
Changes to the audit regime were designed
to improve corporate governance. But have
they destabilised the stewardship triangle?
Michelle Perry investigates

ince the new audit regulations
came into force in 2014, regulators
and other stakeholders have been
watching with interest to see whether the
new requirements on management,
auditors and the audit committees achieve
what they set out to do: improved corporate
governance and stewardship. Most
businesses reading this are not required to
hold an annual audit, however, an audit
committee may prove useful in providing
reassurance in reviewing the annual
financial statements.
Although many observers agree it is still
too early to tell, stakeholders on all three
sides of the so-called ‘stewardship triangle’
– external auditors, CFOs and audit
committee chairmen – agree that
improvements are afoot.
Indeed, there is growing evidence of
progress in a number of governance areas.
According to the Financial Reporting
Council’s (FRC) latest report published in
January – Developments in Corporate
Governance and Stewardship 2015 – there
have been improvements in the audit
committee report and audit retendering.
The FRC report shows that 72% of FTSE
350 companies now give more detailed
descriptions of the work they do, compared
with 65% in 2014. Audit retendering has also
improved, with 46 FTSE 350 companies
putting their external audit engagement out
to tender as opposed to 27 previously.
And yet the stewardship triangle – which
aims to restore confidence in the UK’s
corporate governance framework – is
facing growing scrutiny. Where once the
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relationship between external auditors and
company bosses – in particular the CFO
– was considered too cosy, some concerns
are beginning to crop up around the
potential for the CFO to be sidelined in a
bid to prove to regulators, investors and
the public that companies are transparent,
accountable and trustworthy.
Audit committees arranging to meet
external and internal auditors without
management present goes some way to
achieving this. But for the stewardship
triangle to work effectively, each party
must ensure mutual respect, accountability
and understanding of each other’s role. It
is the increased responsibility that has
been placed on the audit committee and its
chairman that is causing some to worry.
Both the European Union audit reforms
and the Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) order aim to significantly narrow the
gap between the audit committee and the
auditor (see ICAEW guidance on audit
commitees at tinyurl.com/ICAEWAuditComs). The CMA order requires the
audit committee to negotiate and agree the
audit fee, and to initiate and supervise a
competitive tender process. In the past this
process was always carried out by the CFO.
The behaviour and structure of a smaller
company should mirror that of a larger
company, so the FD should be consulted,
but it should remain the responsibility – as
in larger companies – for the independent
audit committee to complete the process.
Tim Copnell, partner and chairman of
the KPMG UK Audit Committee Institute,
says that many audit committee chairmen
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would argue that they are not in a position
to negotiate audit fees: “While they take
steps to ensure that fee pressure doesn’t
undermine audit quality, they would look
to management to take the lead on fee
negotiation. At the very least the new
regulation is in danger of blurring the line
between non-executive and executive
responsibilities and driving the CFO
further away from both the audit
committee and the auditor. In my view this
would create a base to the pyramid just as
unhealthy as the isosceles triangles we saw
in the bad old days.
“Where the danger lies now is that with
so much regulation and focus on these
three people – even with a laudable aim –
they are making the committee and
auditor too close. The pendulum may have
swung, or is in danger of swinging, too far
in the other direction where the CFO is out
on a limb.”
Out on a limb can mean out completely.
One of the most high-profile cases so far
concerned Tesco, which was rocked by a
£250m accounting scandal in 2013; finance
director Laurie McIlwee resigned in April
2014 ahead of a second fall in profits in as
many years. The audit committee
chairman and non-executive Ken Hanna
retired from the board, on which he served
for six years, in June 2015.
David Styles, director of corporate
governance at the FRC, says that he too has
heard anecdotally there is a potential risk
that “the CFO could be pushed away”. But
he adds that he has yet to see any concrete
evidence of that occurring: “If there is
evidence of that happening, we would be
interested to know.”
Alan Ferguson, who was CFO of FTSE
250 platinum producer Lonmin from 2007
to 2010 before building a portfolio career,
downplays the changes to the relationship
between CFOs, auditors and audit
committees. He argues: “I have seen a
change over the last 10 years. It’s been an
evolution rather than a revolution.” The
latest audit reforms, he says, “have
formalised [the relationships] but it was
happening anyway. We’ve been on a
governance journey”.
Ferguson, audit committee chairman of
FTSE 250 Weir Group, Johnson Matthey
and Croda International, says it’s all about
relationships: “Principles are more
important than rules.” The former CFO
believes that it would be foolhardy for any
audit committee or auditor to exclude the
finance director from any kind of debate
about audit. “Everyone understands the
roles they need to play, so there’s no
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AUDIT EXEMPTION THRESHOLD
Last year the government announced
a change in the audit exemption
threshold for small companies as
defined by the Companies Act. From
2016 the audit exemption threshold has
risen for small companies with financial
years beginning on or after 1 January
2016, and which meets two of the
three criteria: turnover above £10.2m,
total assets greater than £5.1m or more
than 50 employees.
Previously the exemption threshold –
unchanged since 2009 – was for small
companies with an annual turnover
under £6.5m or a balance sheet value
under £3.26m. Research shows that
raising the threshold to £10.2m will
exempt around a further 10,000
companies from the mandatory audit.
However, many bosses consider the
annual audit a useful safeguard to ensure
the accuracy of published financial
information. Research repeatedly shows
that even when the government removes
the requirement for a mandatory audit,
many company bosses would still
choose to have a voluntary annual audit.

reason for anyone to overstep the mark,”
Ferguson says.
“The Competition Commission made it
clear that the audit fee and tendering had
to be negotiated by the audit committee
chair, and there was a feeling that
management could be pushed out. As we
get involved in fee discussions, the FD has
to have a major role in that. For a
committee to agree an audit plan makes
no sense without the FD’s input,” he adds.
Getting the right balance at a smaller
company is all well and good where
financial experience is required on an
audit committee, but it is only comprised
of two independent non-executive
directors and the company director, who
can be on the committee but not chair it.
That said, it is clear the new audit
regime is having a positive impact; despite
some worries, the overwhelming message
is that it’s ultimately down to the
individuals to maintain balance in the
stewardship triangle.
Moreover Ferguson, who also sits on
the board of an AIM-listed company, says:
“If the triangle between the CFO, audit
chair and auditor isn’t equal; if you feel as
a chair or CFO that there isn’t equilateral
balance, then you have to raise it.”
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Shared services is now a mature market,
says Adrian Ryan, but what impact does
it have on chartered accountants, and
how will the future look as it becomes
increasingly prevalent?
he shared services model has been
around in one form or another for
over 25 years. It continues to
increase in scope and penetration behind
the twin drivers of cost reduction and
leverage of IT technology. The continued
pressure to find efficiencies is likely to
increase the use of shared services for more
of the routine aspects of accounting and
administration work, and may well move it
into other areas of accounting. What does
the future hold for those currently training
to become chartered accountants? Over the
coming months ICAEW will be working with
shared services experts and interested
parties to identify and address the key
long-term impacts on the profession.

T

EMERGENCE OF SHARED SERVICES
The term shared services is commonly used
to refer to back-office administrative
activities, although the concept has also
been used in other areas, such as
manufacturing/supply chain, call centres
and IT infrastructure. The types of activities
contained within back-office shared services
cuts across many functions, including
accounting transaction processing,
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procurement and customer services.
By the mid-1990s the picture was radically
and rapidly changing. In many organisations
email had become commonplace and most
office-based workers had access to a
computer. Typing pools disappeared as the
era of electronic working began.
Coincidentally, there was heavy investment
in computer-based accounting systems,
business software, data management tools
and telecommunications infrastructure. In
addition, globalisation and the recession in
the 1990s drove a thirst for lower cost
operations, in particular for those areas
seen as not adding directly to the top line
performance of organisations. The situation
was ripe for a new way of working – enter
shared services.
At the forefront of these changes were
the global fast-moving consumer goods
companies such as Procter & Gamble. In
the finance function a change in the
operating model first became manifest as a
separation of back-office accounting and
front-office financial analysis activities.
Financial analysts were co-located with their
business teams while accounting staff
were grouped together. Later, the accounting

groups were consolidated to serve
multiple business units within a
country. The country shared service
centre was born.
Soon global organisations were no
longer thinking in terms of countries but
increasingly by regions, in some cases
leveraging truly global operating models.
For example, at Procter & Gamble the
entire organisation had moved to a
so-called global business unit operating
model by the turn of the millennium. In
such an organisation it was logical to
organise internal service activities across
borders, so the regional and global shared
services centre operating model emerged.
While it is clear that significant tax
advantages drove such global and
centralised operating models, there were
also important organisational and
operating cost benefits to be gained.
The likes of General Electric, driven by
the well-documented business
transformation and drive for cost
efficiency instigated by the then CEO
Jack Welch, experimented with a global
off-shored shared service centre operating
model, based in India, initially for their
GE Capital business. The GE Capital
shared services operation started in
1997 and was so successful that by 2005
it had been spun off as a separate
business entity and renamed Genpact,
now a major provider of outsourced
shared services independent of GE.
Others such as Hewlett Packard and
IBM quickly followed and today the
market is quite mature.
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A PROBLEM SHARED

SHARED SERVICES

THE NEW NORMAL

access to accounting systems restricted;
Focus on the commercial and analytical
aspects of the finance role rather than
pure accounting – a different skill set is
needed for analysis and advisory roles;
Loss of training ground for fledgling
accountants, especially where shared
services is outsourced – to some
extent mitigated by opportunity in
financial analysis;
Time lag in resolving issues with
transaction processing – especially
where the shared services centre
is offshore;
Language and cultural difficulties
interacting with shared services staff (if
outsourced abroad) – can present as a
“them and us” feeling; and
Inability to source quality staff – and
retain them due to high turnover in low
cost locations – results in a perception
that the service has deteriorated versus
the localised operating model.

Shared services organisations are
increasing being leveraged to provide
added value in areas like data management
and analytics; the advent of the so-called
big data concept is further fuelling this.
Meanwhile, IT development continues
apace and pressure on cost reduction
remains high. This is driving shared
services organisations to increase the
scope of the work that they do by taking on
higher value activities (see figure 1, below).
The direction of travel has been fixed for
a quarter of a century, and there is no sign
that this is set to slow, much less reverse.
Despite this – and the fact that the majority
of large companies have shared services
(including, increasingly, government
organisations) and that outsourced options
are emerging for the SME market – there
are still people who deny that the shared
services model has been a success.

CHALLENGES FOR FINANCE
Typically the principle motivation for
shared services is cost saving, but this fails
to recognise the significant impact on the
wider organisation; it is a strategic rather
than tactical cost-saving decision. The twin
factors of over-inflated cost reduction in
the business cases and poor change
management – coupled with poor design
and implementation – are what chiefly
results in the widespread anecdotal
disappointment with shared services
implementations, rather than a problem
with the model itself. There are also wider
impacts on finance itself, including:
Loss of direct control of transaction
processing and ability to influence or
short circuit processes – requirement to
follow strict process rules and having

While some or all of the challenges may be
present in any shared services organisation
they should be outweighed by the benefits
gained. In addition, many challenges can
be successfully mitigated by good quality
design, change management and
continuous improvement programmes.

WHAT NEXT?
Shared services as the default operating
model for business is a long-term reality.
Indeed the level and pace of development
in technology and data analytics means
shared services is vital to the success of
business in terms of cost-effective leverage
of technology and analytic opportunities.
The direction of travel is moving beyond
single function service centres to so-called

FIGURE 1: BUSINESS SHARED SERVICES – MOVING UP THE VALUE CHAIN
The line between core business and shared services is becoming harder to draw.
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THE FD IN SHARED SERVICES
Chartered accountants have a meaningful
role in shared services especially in:
Design of processes and controls
These need to be well designed and
maintained to adhere to best practice
standards.
Governance, compliance and control
There is an increased need to ensure
quality compliance and governance in
centralised shared services and that
reported data integrity is maintained.
Data gathering and transaction
processing
Head office financial controlling, tax and
treasury specialist areas will remain but
will be heavily reliant on shared services.
Financial analysis (business partnering)
Finance plays its most value added role in
facilitating quality business decisionmaking and risk assessment of business
direction and investment. Shared services
frees chartered accountants to play a
greater role in this vital area.

integrated global business services,
organised along true end-to-end processes.
A new function called business services is
emerging to handle all administrative
activities along these end-to-end processes.
The shared services organisation of the
future will look different from today, with
the progression of transaction automation
and straight through processing reducing
the numbers of people involved. Already IT
products such as robotics are becoming
available, and automation processes like
electronic invoicing are improving rapidly.
Over the coming months ICAEW will be
putting together an overview on shared
services and how it impacts the role of the
chartered accountant. This will involve a
number of consultations and round table
events with recognised expert practitioners
from industry, consulting and outsourcer
service provision.
To get involved, please contact stephen.
ibbotson@icaew.com for information.
Adrian Ryan,
independent
consultant and
director at Adrian
Ryan associates

PROXIMITY TO THE BUSINESS
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WOMEN IN FINANCE

Keeping
connected
2016 marks the 10th anniversary of ICAEW’s
Women in Finance Network. Emma Riddell
provides a reminder of all the faculty has to offer
he Women in Finance network
was set up by the Finance &
Management Faculty to provide
women working in finance with their
own forum. We also wanted to increase
the proportion of women attending our
events, as the number attending was
proportionately low. It is a great place to
share experiences with your female
peers, to widen your network and also to
learn new skills. Job opportunities, advice
on how to resolve tricky management
problems and even the odd technical
issue are all topics for discussion over a
post-event glass of wine.

T

FOCUS ON YOUR PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND BUILD
A BUSINESS NETWORK
We meet quarterly in London and
network either side of a personal
development session from an expert
speaker. These sessions have the double
benefit of teaching us something new,
while also sparking discussions during
the networking. Some of the most
engaging topics over the past decade
have included navigating the politics of
your organisation, enhancing your
profile through social media and how to
manage your boss – a tricky one for me
as my boss was also at the event!
This year our theme is ‘Charting your
path to leadership with confidence’.
Our 9 March event is titled ‘Easy ways to
deal with difficult people’, and on 21 June
we will be holding a session at ICAEW’s
Financial Controllers’ conference.
The day has a women-in-finance stream
available, featuring leading female
speakers and a workshop on strengths
development.

MAKING SUCCESSFUL
CONNECTIONS – EVENT REPORT
At our last event, our guest was executive
connector Heather White who
encouraged us to make successful
connections and influence people.
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We all honed our personal message:
the memorable patter you want to have
at your fingertips when you bump into a
potential contact. By circulating the room,
and trying it out on three strangers, we
learned how to focus on the specific detail
that would allow people to connect with,
and help, us. Most of our first attempts
were stilted, but by the third attempt we
were a lot more confident. The room was
buzzing with enthusiasm.
Here is Heather’s top advice on
crafting your personal message for
networking:

“A great place to
build a network
of like-minded
individuals to go
to – and to support
in return – both in
technical and
situational challenges”
Alison Dungworth

1. Get clear on your message
People tend to focus on their soft
skills rather than their expertise and
experiences. Be very precise about what
people need to know about you.
2. Condense your expertise into
three to six words
This is what those who recommend you
will do. So what are the key words you
would like passed on?
3. Test your key words
Most of us waffle on, over explain and
confuse people. Many women overly
justify or simplify their skills. This can
mean you get overlooked as busy people
don’t have time to work you out. Sharing
your expertise is not being boastful.

JOIN US!
If you are a woman working in finance,
then you are welcome. Our members
come from all sectors and are at various
stages of their careers.

For more information:
Visit our website icaew.com/wif
Join us on our LinkedIn group
(ICAEW Women in Finance)
Come to an event tinyurl.com/
ICAEW-WIFevents

Emma Riddell,
project manager,
Business Performance
Management
Community, ICAEW
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Five years on
The Bribery Act 2010 was the result of decades
of drafts and reports, but how effective has it
been? Arun Chauhan and David Clarke report

uly 2016 will mark the five-year
anniversary of the Bribery Act
2010 (“the Act”) coming into
force. The talk and discussion that
followed its arrival brought the
importance of ethical business practices
to the fore. For businesses and
organisations of all sizes, it is useful to
assess the impact of the Act so far and the
practical learnings we can take given the
current landscape of corruption
domestically and globally.

J

LUCIANO LOZANO/IKON

IMPACT OF THE ACT
It is fair to say that a far greater number
of prosecutions was expected to
commence pursuant to the Act since it
came into force. For a number of reasons
that has not occurred, despite the first
conviction by the Serious Fraud Office
(SFO) for commercial bribery pursuant
to the Act taking place in late 2014.
It is clear that seeking to ensure
business is conducted ethically and on a
level playing field is good for all
companies. The key impact of the Act has
been the transition of behavioural change
and, beyond that, being a springboard for
businesses to not only consider
minimising bribery risk but wider
financial crime risk. This latter benefit
has been a welcome by-product for
businesses and not-for-profit
organisations.
Ultimately, prosecuting authorities
would have preferred to have achieved a
higher number of convictions. It is
recognised in hindsight that the hurdles
to achieve a prosecution are perhaps too
high. Finding the smoking gun is never
simple and proving knowledge of any
individuals, let alone senior management,
in an organisation alleged to have been
involved in corrupt activity has proved
challenging. The introduction of deferred
prosecution agreements may change the
landscape through voluntary disclosure,
but it is the desire of David Green
(director of the SFO) to seek to widen the
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corporate section 7 offence of ‘failure to
prevent financial crime’ that may see the
Act finally have the teeth it warrants. Until
then, the impact will be focused on the
learnings and improved policies and
procedures that flow from the issue of
corruption being more in the public eye.

PRACTICAL LEARNING
It is no coincidence that sectors previously
quiet on issues of corruption are now
attracting significant attention. A good
example is the sports sector, which in the
past five years has seen increased anticorruption activity in football, cricket,
tennis and athletics. Other sectors, from
real estate to financial services, are
increasingly recognising the importance of
knowing who you do business with and
how you do it. A greater diligence in
tackling corruption helps maintain a
reputation for integrity, limit the potential
financial damage (if corrupt behaviour is
ever uncovered) and boost confidence in
the product or profile of an organisation.
Practical advantages are now found
as a result of procurement in terms of

declarations of conflicts of interest,
voluntary disclosures and increased
use of whistleblowing to identify risk of
corruption. Transparency International
continues to lead the way in classifying
corruption risk in numerous jurisdictions
which aids businesses in considering
their approach.
The government remains supportive
of the underlying principle of ethical
practice. It launched the crossgovernment UK Anti-Corruption Plan
in December 2014 to focus on how to
tackle corruption.

SUPPORT THE ACT
The Act may not have seen many
prosecutions as yet, but it has had a
significant impact in changing the way we
think about doing business. That
approach resonates with other businesses
and ultimately, this leads to opportunities
to work with people and organisations we
can trust. That makes the Act a success,
provided we do not forget it exists and
support intelligence and assistance to
ensure prosecutions continue.
IF YOU MISSED IT...
You can listen again to the webinar,
jointly presented with the Fraud
Advisory Panel, on avoiding pitfalls
in the Bribery Act, presented by
Arun Chauhan and David Clarke
at tinyurl.com/fmfwebcasts

Arun Chauhan, associate partner
and joint head of fraud & risk services
at DWF LLP and Fraud Advisory
Panel Midlands regional chairman
David Clarke, trustee of the Fraud
Advisory Panel and head of
security compliance at Today
Advisory Services
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Debt markets have been diversified since the global
financial crisis first hit, and many borrowers have faced a
bewildering array of cheap debt options. But with
financial markets increasingly nervous, do companies
need to get shopping while liquidity remains?

wo years ago Brent Crude was
trading at more than $105 (£72) a
barrel, and had been for some
time. Oversupply and falling demand
precipitated a largely unanticipated
collapse, and earlier this year oil traded
below $30 a barrel.
Consumers might like low oil prices:
Deloitte’s latest Consumer Confidence
Survey (Q4 2015) shows consumer
optimism at its highest for four years. But
energy companies, revenue-hungry
governments and financial markets are
spooked. After opening the year at 6,093,
the FTSE 100 share index fell to 5,673 on
20 January this year, dipping further
below the 5,600 mark in February
before making a modest recovery.
Rolling programmes of quantitative
easing have kept asset prices high. In the
US, the Federal Reserve bought more than
$3.7trn of bonds – equivalent to 2.9% of
gross world product. The Bank of England
fuelled the UK system with almost $550bn
of asset purchases.
The US and the UK have wound down
their programmes (though they haven’t
unwound them). But, in January the
European Central Bank announced that
its €60bn-a-month (£46bn) asset
purchases, which had been going on
for a year, would run until at least
September 2016.

TUG OF WAR

T

BY GRANT MURGATROYD
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“You’ll get 7-8x
from a credit fund
– another turn as
they call it”
Jackie Bowie, CEO,
JC Rathbone Associates

6,093
5,673
TO

HOW FAR THE FTSE 100
SHARE INDEX
FELL BETWEEN THE
START OF 2016 AND
20 JANUARY

Equity markets are usually the first to react
to any crisis. Demand for some large new
issues has remained – albeit nervous
demand. James Roe, equity capital markets
partner
artner at legal firm Allen & Overy, says:
“Notwithstanding
withstanding [the backdrop], a number
rs are in the market, including
of issuers
Countrywide
de Properties, CMC Markets and
Clydesdale Bank.
nk. While there is volatility,
aged and improving
investors are engaged
market prices may, if sustained, help
companies across the finishing
inishing line.”
Liquidity is being drained
ed from the
re constrained,
system. Traditional sources are
or non-existent, at the moment. Stephen
on Dunn
Gillespie, a partner at law firm Gibson
gful
& Crutcher, says: “There is no meaningful
e
high-yield bond market, at least not to the
extent that it supports leveraged buy-outs or
M&A transactions. Investors in high-yield
and leveraged loans are pulling money out
because they are nervous about global
liquidity conditions. The bank market is
consequently incredibly nervous too,
because it is very focused on distribution,
on how to syndicate the debt.”
While debt capital markets are closing to
new issuers, private-debt funds continue to
balloon in number and size. This process
started before the global financial crisis.
According to Preqin, a leading data and
intelligence company for the alternative
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In advance of the new tax year, TAXline
examines some of the complicated changes
set to affect businesses and individuals in
the coming 12 months.
The first of two briefings includes
sections on the revised personal allowance
(up to £11,000), income tax savings
allowance and changes to dividend
taxation; the reduction in pensions
lifetime allowance and tapering of pensions
annual allowance; and sections on R&D
expenditure credit and the targeted
anti-avoidance rule for distributions in a
winding up.
The second article looks at further
changes affecting employers. It lists the
rates, allowances and thresholds for
income tax, and covers the new national
living wage for over 25s.
There is a helpful summary of the latest
car, van and fuel benefits, and information
on the latest reliefs and expenses
restrictions that will apply for workers who
have been engaged via intermediaries.
The handling of employee benefits-inkind (BIK) and expenses is covered, as is
the payrolling of these monies.
In addition, the briefing covers
simplifications on employee share
schemes, exemption for allowable
expenses and trivial BIK, plus news that the
£8,500 lower paid threshold for taxable
benefit will be abolished.

Debt markets have been diversified since
the global financial crisis, and many
borrowers have faced a bewildering array
of cheap debt options. But with financial
markets increasingly nervous, this month’s
Corporate Financier asks if it is time for
companies to shop while liquidity remains.
Experts say liquidity is being drained
from the system, with traditional sources
of debt constrained or non-existent. But
private debt funds continue to balloon in
number and size.
When debt funds started to flex their
muscles in the mid-2000s, banks feared
they were trying to steal their lunch, but
after a period of aggressive competition on
pricing and terms they are finding one
another to be good bedfellows – debt funds
have been in the market long enough to
have built a pipeline of future deals.
There is a sense of déjà vu about many
aspects of the debt markets. It looks and
sounds like the mid-2000s. But, this time,
it is different and more restrained – at least
for the time being.
In the noughties, institutional debt
enabled transactions to get very large. It
created significant liquidity, but eventually
that bubble burst. Historically, leveraged
finance has been a fixed-price commodity.
What changes is leverage. The level of risk
investors are willing to take is adjusted in
order to develop the same return.

In this month’s FS Focus, ICAEW’s head of
sustainability Richard Spencer writes about
the foundation of our prosperity – nature
– and the fact it is a resource running out.
By not taking account of nature, he says,
businesses and their funders are exposed to
immense risk and almost certainly are
missing valuable opportunities.
Spencer refers to last December’s climate
change talks in Paris, where the goal was
reiterated to keep global warming to below
2°C – the threshold point of warming over
which catastrophic effects would be felt.
He also highlights “that speech” made
by Bank of England boss Mark Carney
in September 2015. Carney said that the
Financial Stability Board (FSB) was
“considering recommending to the G20
summit that more be done to develop
consistent, comparable, reliable and clear
disclosure around the carbon intensity of
different assets”.
In December 2015 the FSB announced
the formation of the Task Force on
climate-related Financial Disclosures. It’s
aim is to identify the needs of interested
stakeholders for disclosures on climaterelated risks and the types of companies
that should make the disclosures.
Disclosure aside, the article points out
that the focus should be on how businesses
are building climate change into their
mainstream decision-making.

For more from the Tax Faculty,
visit icaew.com/taxfac

For more from the Corporate Finance
Faculty, visit icaew.com/cff

For more from the Financial Services
Faculty, visit icaew.com/fsf

TAXline
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PAY FORECASTS FOR 2016
“TOO OPTIMISTIC” SAY CIPD
The flexible labour market will
deliver solid employment growth
in the UK this year, says the
Chartered Institute of Personnel
Development chief economist – but
it will only be sustainable if more
is done to raise productivity.
Mark Beatson says employment
growth will help contain skills
shortages and wage inflation. He
predicts employment could grow by
up to 500,000, but wage growth is
likely to remain at about 2% – below
the forecasts from the Bank of
England and the Office for Budget
Responsibility of 3.5%.
Beatson says: “If the
government provides the right
support for those out of work, we
may have the opportunity to
reduce the unemployment rate
to below 5%, a rate we haven’t seen
since 2005.
“Should this happen, the
tightening labour market will likely
see many economic forecasting
models start flashing amber or red
amid warnings of skill shortages and
higher wages pushing up costs and
prices. However, shortages of skilled
labour are not having any noticeable
effect on economic growth, except
for a few very specific sectors, such
as construction.”
He adds of employers: “Some are
worried how they will pay for the
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national living wage, especially those
in retail, hospitality and social care.
Larger businesses will also have to
pay the Apprenticeship Levy from
April 2017, while many businesses
with fewer than 30 employees will
have to pay additional pension costs
during 2016 as auto-enrolment is
rolled out further.
“With inflation close to zero, some
employers will try to manage these
costs by restricting pay rises for their
better-paid employees.”
See tinyurl.com/CIPD-Forecast

SUNDAY TRADING LAWS
RELAXATION PROPOSED
The government plans to allow local
councils to extend trading hours to
certain retailers on Sundays.
The Enterprise Bill amendments
mean businesses will be able to change
their operating times to compete for
trade. Councils will be able to restrict
the relaxation to certain zones, for
example those that favour city centre
and high street businesses. Larger
stores are currently restricted to six
hours’ trading.
The proposals also give an opt-out to
employees who do not wish to work
extended hours on a Sunday, and also
allow them to give one month’s notice
of this change, as opposed to three.
While unions such as USDAW, the
shop workers union, are not in favour,
business minister Anna Soubry
explained the motivation behind the

legislative change was to help the high
street survive as shopping habits
change. She added: “The rights of
shop workers are key to making these
changes work in everyone’s interests.
“We are protecting those who do
not wish to work Sundays, and those
who do not want to work more than
their normal Sunday working hours.”
If the bill (at report stage at the
time of going to press) is amended,
the Mayor of London will be allowed
to alter trading hours in the capital,
as well as district and unitary
councils in England, and Welsh
county and county borough councils.

APPRENTICESHIP LEVY
DRAFT LEGISLATION
Draft legislation for the Apprenticeship
Levy, due to come into force in April
2017, is now available online.
The document contains chapters
on basic provisions, connected
companies and charities, antiavoidance, payment, collection and
recovery, information and penalties,
and appeals.
The government website says: “The
apprenticeship levy will come into
effect in April 2017, at a rate of 0.5% of
an employer’s pay bill. A £15,000
allowance for employers will mean
that the levy will only be paid on
employers’ pay bills over £3 million,”
(tinyurl.com/FM-Levy).
To read the legislation in full, visit
tinyurl.com/GOV-LevyDraft
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TAX
News and updates from the
Tax Faculty weekly newswire.
Subscribe free: visit ion.icaew.com/
taxfaculty and click the sign-up link
on the right.
THE MOVE TO DIGITAL
AND MANDATING
QUARTERLY RETURNS
Very little detail has been released
about exactly what the Making tax
digital (MTD) proposals announced in
the Autumn Statement 2015 will
involve. However, we thought it would
be helpful to share what we have
learned to date. We should warn
readers that this is what we believe
today, which is not necessarily exactly
how things will unfold leading to 2020.
MTD has two main strands:
1. MTD for business
2. MTD for individuals
We have had some informal discussion
with HMRC on the former and none at
all on the latter. The proposed changes
will have a significant impact, on small
businesses in particular, but also
self-assessment taxpayers, beginning
with those whose tax affairs are more
straightforward.
ICAEW supports HMRC’s digital
transformation and considers that for
the tax system to be fit for the 21st
century, a digital first approach has to
be the right way. In practice, we are
reassured that the MTD policy will not
amount to quarterly tax returns as we
know them now, but will involve
submitting income/expenditure
information in summary at least
quarterly. As yet, we have no details of
what these submissions might look like
or contain, but they will be summaries
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rather than transactional.
We are, however, extremely
concerned with the proposal to make
quarterly digital reporting compulsory.
We are yet to be convinced that this
will reduce the administrative burdens
of business, particularly the smallest
businesses. We also believe digital
transformation needs to be done in
parallel with the overall simplification
of tax policy.
See the full faculty report at
tinyurl.com/TX-Digital

FINANCE BILL 2016
DRAFT LEGISLATION
Draft legislation introducing the
deemed domicile concept for income
tax and capital gains tax (CGT) was
published on 2 February 2016.
Under the proposed legislation
non-UK domiciliaries (non-doms) will
be deemed UK-domiciled for income
tax and CGT if they have been resident
in the UK for 15 out of the previous 20
years, mirroring the new inheritance
tax deemed domicile rules.
For many years non-doms have not
had to pay UK tax on offshore income
and gains and although this is still the
case, with effect from 6 April 2008
non-doms have had to pay for the
privilege of not paying UK tax on
foreign income and gains if they have
been resident in the UK for more than
seven out of the last nine years. The
so-called remittance basis charge was
initially a flat rate of £30,000 but in

later years a band of charges has been
introduced depending on how long the
individual has been UK resident:
7 out of 9 years

£30,000

12 out of 14 years

£50,000 from 6 April
2012 increased to £60,000
from 6 April 2015

17 out of 20 years

£90,000 from 6 April 2015

When the measures were announced
in the summer 2015 Budget it was
made clear that for most purposes a
deemed UK-domiciled individual will
be treated exactly as a UK-domiciled
individual. However, exceptions were
promised relating to offshore trusts
settled by a long-term UK resident
before becoming deemed domiciled;
such individuals will not be taxed on
trust income and gains that are
retained in the trust.
These exceptions are not included in
the draft Finance Bill 2016 legislation;
they are promised for Finance Bill 2017.

DIRECT RECOVERY OF
DEBT – PROTECTION OF
VULNERABLE PEOPLE
HMRC has published a policy paper
showing how it will identify and deal
with vulnerable people under the
Direct Recovery of Debt (DRD)
process. DRD gives HMRC the
power to recover tax and tax
credit debts directly from
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REPORTING
You can ﬁnd out more on the latest
from the Financial Reporting
Faculty, including UK GAAP and
IFRS standards and consultations
at icaew.com/frf
taxpayers’ bank accounts. The power
was introduced by Finance (No 2)
Act 2015 (in the legislation it is called
Enforcement by Deduction from
Accounts) and applied from 18
November 2015. DRD is designed
to tackle those individuals and
businesses who deliberately do not pay
what they owe, even though they can
afford to.
The final legislation contains a
number of safeguards, many of them
strengthened or added as a result of
consultation. HMRC is required to
consider whether the person may be at
a “particular disadvantage” in dealing
with HMRC regarding their tax affairs.
HMRC is required to publish its
guidance on the factors it will take into
consideration in deciding whether
someone is vulnerable. The final
version of this has been published in a
policy paper, Direct Recovery of Debts
– vulnerable customers.
HMRC’s approach is as follows:
Those people who are judged to have
a disadvantage which hinders them
in understanding and dealing with
their tax or tax credit affairs are
referred to as “vulnerable”. They will
not be considered for DRD and will
be given alternative support to help
them pay the money they owe.
Some people may have a
disadvantage, but not one that
hinders them in dealing with their
tax or tax credit affairs. In this case,
HMRC may still proceed with the
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DRD procedure but must
consider whether to make
reasonable adjustments to cater
for the person’s disadvantage.
For example, if the HMRC official
judges that P’s disadvantage is
likely to last for a limited time, they
may delay the process for a fixed
period of time.
The indicators for identifying
vulnerable customers are:
a disability or long-term health
condition;
a temporary illness, physical or
mental health condition;
personal issues; and
lower levels of literacy, numeracy
and/or education.
Personal issues may affect the person
directly or someone close to them
(such as an immediate family
member). They include:
becoming recently widowed;
a family bereavement;
being made redundant;
a serious illness;
caring issues;
trauma caused by an assault; or
domestic or financial abuse.
The list of indicators is not meant to
be exhaustive or to prevent HMRC
considering other factors. The policy
paper gives more details, together with
an example. See the paper at
tinyurl.com/GOV-DRD

AMENDMENT TO IAS 12
The IASB has issued amendments to
IAS 12 Income Taxes. These
amendments – designed to address
diversity in practice – clarify how to
account for deferred tax assets related
to unrealised losses on debt
instruments measured at fair value.
Entities are required to apply the
amendments for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2017.
Earlier application is permitted. See
tinyurl.com/IASB-IAS12

AMENDMENT TO IAS 7
The IASB has issued amendments to
IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows as part of
its ongoing disclosure initiative.
The amendments require companies
to provide additional information about
changes in their financing liabilities.
They have been made in response to
requests from investors for information
that helps them better understand
changes in a company’s debt.
They are mandatory for annual
periods beginning on or after 1 January
2017. See tinyurl.com/IASB-IAS7

FRS 102 PRACTICAL ISSUES
You can watch the recording and
download the slides from the Faculty’s
recent webinar FRS 102 – practical
challenges and emerging issues. Issues
covered include: contingent revenues,
financial instruments, intercompany
loans and foreign currency translation.
See tinyurl.com/FRF-Webinar
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On a lighter note
‘PASSWORD’ STILL NOT
A GOOD PASSWORD
SplashData’s 2015 ranking
of the world’s worst
passwords, compiled from
more than two million leaked
passwords during the year,
highlighted the lack of effort
by web users to protect their
personal data. It shows that
passwords remain a weak link
in IT security.
The fifth annual list saw
‘123456’ and ‘password’ again
occupying the top two spots.
There were some drops in
popularity with examples such
as ‘dragon’, ‘monkey’ and
‘letmein’ suffering the greatest
falls. Changes also occured in
the sporting world as ‘football’
surpassed ‘baseball’ as the
best-worst sporty option. The
new Star Wars film seems to
have also had an influence
judging by the emergence of
‘princess’ (no. 21), ‘solo’
(no.23) and ‘starwars’ (no.25)
just outside the top 20.

587

£

RANK

PASSWORD

CHANGE
SINCE 2014

1

123456

unchanged

2

password

unchanged

3

12345678

up 1

4

qwerty

up 1

5

12345

down 2

6

123456789

unchanged

7

football

up 3

8

1234

down 1

9

1234567

up 2

10

baseball

down 2

11

welcome

new

12

1234567890

new

13

abc123

up 1

14

111111

up 1

15

1qaz2wsx

new

16

dragon

down 7

17

master

up 2

18

monkey

down 6

19

letmein

down 6

20

login

new

THE PRICE OF A
TOP-OF-THERANGE THAI
‘LUUK THEP’
DOLL

2,900

$

THE COST OF THE
FIRST
UBERCHOPPER
FLIGHT

UBER OVERHEAD
For those budding chancellors out there, hoping to emulate
George Osborne’s recent stylish arrival in the Forest of Dean, ride
sharing service Uber has plans to expand its bookable helicopter
taxi serviced in partnership with Airbus. The collaboration was
piloted at the recent Sundance Film Festival in Utah, building on
its on-demand helicopter service at major sporting events such
as the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix. UberChopper, as the new service is
called, was tested three years ago in New York, flying customers
between Manhattan and the Hamptons for a cool $2,900 (£2,031).

DEBTS TAKE THEIR TOLL
The group of European banks that owns the 27-mile-long M6 Toll
road (between Cannock and Coleshill in the West Midlands) has
put it up for sale at £1.9bn, 27 times EBITDA.
It currently carries some 48,000 vehicles per day, having never
reached the 2003 forecasts of 72,000 vehicles a day. It makes an
annual loss of some £30m. The previous owner, Macquirie, had
restructured its debt burden by swapping debt for shares in 2013.
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‘CHILD ANGELS’
MAY BE GROUNDED
A craze in Thailand for lifelike dolls
known as luuk thep (child angels) has
resulted in the country’s prime minister
Chan-ocha issuing a warning to people
not to buy them unless they can really
afford to spare the cash. The dolls are
thought to bring good luck to owners
who look after them well. That means
forking out between 1,500 baht (£28) to
30,000 baht (£587) for the doll in the
first place, then the cost of dressing them
up, ‘feeding’ them (some restaurants
offer child-priced meals for luuk thep)
and essentially treating them like a real
child. Some devotees even buy airline
tickets to enable their little angels to sit
next to them on internal flights. The Thai
Civil Aviation Authority said it would
consider a ban on the dolls flying as they
could be used to smuggle drugs.

CLEVER OR NOT?
Republican presidential hopeful Donald
Trump often fails to finish his sentences
and appears to have difficulty finding the
correct word. Trump may be employing
a rhetorical device similar to an
enthymeme in which only one premise is
stated and the other presumed, enabling
the listener to fill in the gaps and thereby
hear exactly what they want to hear. “We
have to have a temporary something,
because there’s something going on
that’s not good” was how Trump possibly
suggested a ban on certain immigrants,
leaving his audience to fill in the blanks.
This makes him either a very clever
rhetorician or a solecistic ignoramus.

48K

VEHICLES USE THE
M6 TOLL ROAD
EVERY DAY
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